Re: How the Enemy Works

HP Hooded Cobra 666

The enemy is infamous for trying to destroy Satanic unity, be it in the household, in the Gentile family, like they destroyed our unity and faith through Pagan religions [none did raise a weapon for religious purposes in Ancient History against one another] ... Aside a lot of others. They will do this with psychic means and other means. Remember this is a war and they will do anything the fuck to get to you, hits under the belt are to be expected and not to be made a reason to cry about. Keep your mind calm and your mouth watched. It doesn't take much fucking effort to use logic. They know the minds of people and they are not stupid. Protect yourselves and watch your mouth and your thoughts before acting. They want active disunity. Use your logic and always remember that Satan is never the one to put you against your family or the one who gives you advice to fuck your life up. Use your logic as an overreactive mind and lack of knowledge, stepping on the pathologies you might be having [as most of us do have] is enemy's weapon number one.

In other words, common fucking sense.

I think stopping to try to create spiritual experiences and following solely on emotion, really helps with combating the enemy. Because most people can see a flower and if you give them the emotion of the flower being a dinosaur, they will really put it off that way. Control yourself and remember Satan is never angry, or mad, or discouraged, or looks down on you. Nothing negative is of Satan. The Gods are not angry, punishing or causing any disunity or disharmony in one's life, they just have expectations that if you don't do, disharmony bullshit and enemy problems occur. This pattern of using the names of the Gods for anything, to prove one is awesome or something, infested with some internal needs to prove yourself as something very great [this is not to insult, this is to explain, I judge not any experiences] can really fuck things up since the subconscious and unknown needs influence the outcome of the information one can receive. This could be feeling or anything. So before one says Satan told me this or the Gods told me that, make sure its them, logically filter it, know the Gods are positive and really be honest with yourself. This is done in many posts and sometimes when we make mistakes, we give the impression to others that the Gods have a certain way of putting things out. While in fact they treat anyone the way that is suitable for them. I would say, and this is NOT to discourage anyone's communication with the Gods, as this is personal... Know yourself before you communicate to the Gods and filter things. Especially if you're about to use and go by with that information in your life.
In simpler words, sometimes the enemy or mistakes are avoided and rendered invulnerable to harm you just by FREAKING COMMON SENSE!!!!

Let's say, oh the Mighty Super Satanist [or you assuming he is this], tells you to take a knife and stab your throat because "I've been told by a 'demon' that you should". If you do this, then it's up to your own stupidity. In other words, listen to common sense. It's a God given gift. And bear in mind always, that none is completely free from the influence of the enemy, unless the guy or gal is a God or Satan Himself. To completely eradicate the enemy's influence is a long way and a long work, and, the enemy is not weak.

Satan is way stronger, but the main thing is to listen to your own instinct and common sense.

Also, some of you people think you are "above" the attacks of the enemy. But you are ALWAYS susceptible. Don't get cocky or overconfident in yourself. It's good to be confident but always use your head and use your brain." None should think they are completely above the enemy because this is what the enemy really wants. Though it would be freaking wise for people to refrain of pretending to be the uttermost guidance of Hell or the superior Authority of Satan. Be closer to yourselves and your own experiences and understanding, because then you only have to deal with yourself. Not someone else’s whole psychic chain of influences, past lives, hangups, likes, dislikes etc. This means in other words, much less interference from the enemy.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!
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